SAGE
Safe and Appropriate Green Energy

Ontario Long Term energy Plan (LTEP)
2017 – 5 year review
Ministry of Energy consulted widely
Supposedly learned from problems found over the last 5
years
Report entitled “Delivering Fairness and Choice”
Little mention of large scale Wind and Solar projects

Little mention of the Green energy Act
Ultimately – little change of any substance

Ministry of Energy consulted widely
It doesn’t appear that much was learned or accepted from the
consultation process
Many commenters talked about the problem of excess generation
capacity which has to be paid for, then the electricity is given away.
Nothing in the report addresses this key economic issue.

Many commenters talked about the inequities brought by the Green
Energy Act. There is no mention of this in the report
Best example of being ignored is the recommendations of the Ontario
Society of Professional engineers (OSPE)

GEA !!!

Why Renewables?
To reduce carbon emissions
and help with climate
change

OSPE Comments for 2017 LTEP
5. Sub-Optimal Supply Mix
Ontario’s supply mix is sub-optimal. There are significant amounts of nondispatchable generation that produce power out of alignment with consumer hourly
demand. That creates large amounts of zero emission electricity that must be
exported at low prices or curtailed (wasted) due to price plans that do not reflect
the conditions of the current electricity market.
6. Surplus Sale
Too much surplus zero emission electricity (≈ 10 TWh/yr in 2015) is being sold at very
low prices to adjoining jurisdictions on an interruptible basis instead of being used in
Ontario for fuel switching applications to help lower emissions in other sectors.

7. Surplus Curtailment
Too much surplus zero emission electricity (≈ 5 TWh/yr in 2015) is being curtailed
(wasted) instead of being used in Ontario for fuel switching applications to help
lower emissions in other sectors.

10. Lack of Long-Term Storage
Ontario has a low emission power system with
relatively little long-term storage. This makes it
difficult to effectively use intermittent wind and
solar generation economically to supply
uninterruptible electrical load.

11. Capacity Characteristics & Peak Demand Are Misaligned
Ontario has too much capacity that cannot be relied upon when system peaks occur and Ontario
has too little storage to compensate for that deficiency. About 95% of solar is not available for the
winter peak demand. About 90% of wind is not available for the summer peak demand. This means
that intermittent generation like wind and solar have little capacity value in Ontario’s power system.
The value of wind and solar generation is primarily their fossil fuel displacement value and carbon
dioxide reduction value. At current natural gas prices and expected carbon allowance prices that is
only a fraction of their contractual cost per kWh.

Wind Generation
Wind generation has relatively little economic value in Ontario’s low emission power system. Wind
generation would have greater value if wind could be used to supply interruptible loads that can
switch from fossil fuel to electricity and thereby reduce carbon dioxide emissions in other sectors.
The value of wind is greater when it is installed close to the load it serves.
Solar Generation

Solar capacity has already reached its optimum maximum capacity in Ontario’s power system.
Additional capacity is likely to result in additional surpluses of zero emission electricity that will be
wasted. Additional solar generation capacity could be accommodated if solar could be used to
supply interruptible loads that can switch from fossil fuel to electricity and thereby reduce carbon
dioxide emissions in other sectors. The value of solar is greater when it is installed close to the load
it serves.

OSPE Recommendations for the 2017
Long-Term Energy Plan
It is OSPE’s position that the government should return to
its prior role of establishing high-level goals for Ontario’s
energy systems and leave the detailed planning and design
to the agencies and organizations that have the required
engineering expertise to develop those systems in a costeffective manner. Determining the supply mix and where
that supply should be located are an integral part of the
detailed planning and design process.

Specific OSPE recommendations
Without Thorough Analysis, Avoid the Large Scale Electrification of Fossil
Fuels
Use the Right Energy for the Right Application
Realize the Potential of the Electric Vehicle Program
Explore Natural Gas Applications for Transportation
Offer Consumers Surplus Zero Emission Electricity at its Wholesale Price
Surplus zero emission electricity should be made available on an interruptible
basis at its wholesale market price without additional markups to produce
zero emission hydrogen using electrolyzers. If this is done, fuel cell electric
vehicles (FCEVs) would also be cost effective on an energy basis. Incentives to
reduce consumers’ anxiety over higher capital cost and degradation should be
provided until those anxieties subside in order to facilitate rapid adoption to
reduce CO2 emissions in the transportation sector.

Empower the Market to Achieve an Optimal Supply Mix
Ontario’s new capacity market for generation needs to be sophisticated enough to
allow all cost-effective generation technologies to successfully bid into that market so
that an optimized supply mix can be achieved.
Develop a Market for Interruptible Electricity
Price Planning: High Fixed Costs, Low Marginal Costs
Production & Demand Characteristics
Ontario needs to stop adding electrical generation capacity that has production
characteristics that are out of alignment with consumer hourly and seasonal demand
until storage costs are much lower (typically 10x lower for short term storage and 100x
lower for long term storage). Such capacity has relatively low value for supplying
uninterruptible electrical demand and only has modest value for interruptible electrical
demand used for fossil fuel displacement and carbon dioxide reduction based on the
expected prices for natural gas and carbon allowances.

Understand the Respective Strengths of Electrical & Natural Gas
Systems
b) On the supply side: intermittent generation like wind and solar will
cause backup supply like natural gas generation to cycle more often and
reduce both its efficiency and increase its emissions. Some jurisdictions
have found that large penetration of intermittent renewable generation
can cause as much as 50% of the expected emission reductions to be
lost due to the more frequent load maneuvers required of the natural
gas backup supply. Some modest amounts of storage local to the
renewable generation facilities (especially solar) may be cost effective to
mitigate emission increases described above and curtailment of surplus
zero emission electricity during high production hours.

New Developments – the Positive Side

STORAGE !
In its many forms

1. Pumped hydropower
What if we could power cities with something as simple as gravity? And a
mountain.

Pumped hydropower storage uses excess electricity to pump water from a lower
reservoir up to a higher one (for example up a mountain or hill) where it is
stored. When electricity is needed, the water is released from the higher
reservoir and runs down the natural incline, passing through a typical hydropower turbine to generate electricity.
2. Flywheels and supercapacitors
Some of the most-rapidly responding forms of energy storage, flywheel and
supercapacitor storage can both discharge and recharge faster than most
conventional forms of batteries.

3. Lithium-ion batteries
Lithium-ion batteries are already the go-to power source for most home electronics thanks to their
high-energy density and low self-discharge rates. But companies are looking to extend their usage
by rapidly advancing the technology to take on bigger and better uses, most notably electric
vehicles (EVs) and providing security of supply to national and regional electricity networks
4. Solid state batteries
The primary complaint for most domestic batteries today, be they in smartphones or EVs, is they
just don’t last long enough. This is where solid-state batteries have a serious advantage.

Using solid electrodes and electrolytes rather than liquid electrolytes (used in most commercial
batteries), solid-state models are smaller, cheaper and have a greater energy density than lithiumion batteries. They can also be recharged much faster and emit less heat.
In an EV, this can lead to better efficiency, lower costs and safer operation. The only trouble is the
technology isn’t quite viable at scale yet. Dyson and Toyota, are both putting serious money
behind the technology and believe it will be on the market in 2020.

5. Hydrogen fuel cells
Hydrogen is one of the most-abundant elements on earth, so it’s an attractive fuel
for any power-generation technology. The latest to emerge is hydrogen fuel cells,
which are quickly growing in popularity in the automotive space.
6. Vehicle-to-grid systems

But what if beyond simply using electricity, EVs could themselves act as energy
storage systems?
Between journeys, all cars spend long periods of time stationary. Vehicle-to-grid
(V2G) systems can take advantage of this and give EVs the ability to discharge
their stored electricity for distribution across the grid, helping meet demand during
peak times. In effect, cars can become mini power plants.

7. Compressed air energy
Compressed air energy storage works similarly to pumped hydropower, but
instead of pushing water uphill, excess electricity is used to compress and store
energy underground. When electricity is needed, the pressurised air is heated
(which causes it to expand) and released, driving a turbine.

8. Lead-acid batteries
Their technology might be a century and a half old, but lead-acid batteries are still
used today for the simple reason that they still work.

While more-efficient, longer lasting, faster charging and lighter batteries are in
development, lead-acid models remain the cheap, tried-and-tested, standard for
small-scale storage.

9. Redox flow batteries

Specifically focusing on renewable energy storage, flow batteries are significantly
cheaper than lithium-ion grid-scale storage, and offer a longer lifecycle.
Flow batteries consist of two tanks of liquids that are pumped into a reactor where
they generate a charge. The capacity of the storage facility is therefore determined
by the size of the tanks holding their respective liquids, which can mean they are
bulky and space intensive.
10.Liquefied air

What more abundant resource to use for energy storage than the air around us? By
cooling air down to -196oC it is turned into a compressed liquid, which can be
stored. When ambient air is exposed to this liquid it re-gasifies and expands in
volume rapidly, rotating a turbine in the process.

